[In vitro stimulation by ellipticine derivatives of DNA cleavage induced by DNA topoisomerase II: a structure-activity relationship].
Ellipticines are intercalating planar polycyclic aromatic molecules that display antitumor activity. The cytotoxicity of these compounds is related to the presence of an hydroxy group at position 9 of the pyridocarbazole ring system and to their interaction with DNA topoisomerase II. The ability of 13 ellipticine derivatives to stabilize the topoisomerase II-DNA covalent complex in vitro is reported. The following observations emerge from our structure-activity relationship study: i) the hydroxy group at position 9 is essential for stabilizing the covalent complex, ii) the replacement of the methyl group at position 5 by an ethyl group (EPC) enhances the complex stabilization. The interaction of EPC and three other ellipticine analogues with DNA shows that the covalent complexes which are most stable have the lowest drug-DNA binding constants. In addition our study suggests that ellipticines induce covalent complex stabilization by a cooperative mechanism. A model is proposed to explain this stabilization by ellipticines. This study supports the idea that topoisomerase II is the primary target involved in the mechanisms of action of ellipticines.